CLIPSO Reaches New Heights at Ariel Corporation!

When the client first came to CLIPSO, they were initially unsure of a concept and
wanted a few ideas for their 2,500 square foot auditorium ceiling. After discussing
options with our Project Manager they decided on 32 acoustic frames which would
stagger for a more three-dimensional appearance. In order to make this project
more manageable onsite, the installer, Ketchum & Walton Co., chose to order the
frames pre-assembled as AEROCEILING frames.

The color fabric selected for the coverings was 4031 Seafoam. The CAC 140 profiles were custom painted to match the coverings. They were then custom bent,
digitally cut, kitted and shipped from our facility in France to the US Headquarters in
New York. Our facility in France also created individual templates for each frame to
use as guides for assembly in the US. The frames were then assembled in the New
York facility and reinforced using RA04 reinforcements. After they were received on
site in Ohio, the installation team from Ketchum & Walton Co. installed two layers
LA 53 acoustical batting and the acoustic fabric to complete the look.
In addition to the AEROCEILING frames installed in the auditorium, Ketchum and
Walton Co. also installed 570 linear feet in the walls, and 328 linear feet in the ceiling of the buildings main corridor. This was done using acoustic 495 D coverings
in 4031 Seafoam along with LA 53 acoustic batting. Due to its lightweight materials
and ease of installation, CLIPSO coverings were an obvious choice to be installed
at such high heights above the finished floor.
Congratulations to the installation team at Ketchum & Walton Co. This project was
installed impeccably and the final product is absolutely breathtaking!

For more information about CLIPSO, please visit our website at www.clipsoceilingwall.com.
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